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Abstract-- Intrusion detection on the internet is a most interesting incomputer science today, where much work has
been done in the last twodecades and still it has a great scope. To have sound understanding of the intrusion detection
system concepts, the basic related terms need to be clearly understood. The paper here mainly briefs about the various
methods available for intrusion detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An intrusion is defined as any set of unauthorized actions that tries to create security threat to the integrity,
confidentiality, or availability of resources of the system. An intrusion detection system (IDS) inspects all inside and
outside network activities and identifies suspicious traffic patterns that may indicate a network or system attack from
someone attempting to compromise a security system. An intrusion detection system attempts to detect these intrusions.
In case of, network intrusion detection systems (NIDS), the primary source of data to be analyzed is network traffic while
a host intrusion detection system (HIDS) depends on information collected on individual hosts.
II. APPROACHES TOINTRUSION DETECTION:
A. Misuse detection:
It is generally based on attack signatures and makes the use of rules, to detect intrusion. It is having high detection
rate for those well-known intrusions, but many times not able to detect new intrusions. Misuse detection is based on the
knowledge of system vulnerabilities and known attack signatures. It is able to find intruders who are attempting to break
into a system by exploiting some known vulnerability. A large numbers of various types of rule sets can be used in
misuse detection. Misuse detection systems use the rule set to look for events that possibly define an intrusion scenario.
These rules can be If-then rules or even can be some model based rules.The events may be monitored live by monitoring
system calls or later using audit records
B. Anomaly detection:
It defines the various patterns of normal behaviors. Any deviant from the normal profiles is considered asanomalies.
It is quite difficult to exactly define the normal profile hence anomaly detection usually suffers from a higher false
positive rate. Anomaly detection has assumption that an intrusion will always show some deviations from normally
defined patterns.
Anomaly detection can be of static or dynamic anomaly detection. In static anomaly detection it is based on the
assumption that there is a portion of the system being monitored that does not change. The static portion of a system is
the code for the system and the constant portion of data upon which the correct functioning of the system depends. For
example, the operating system software and data to bootstrap a computer never change. If the static portion of the system
ever deviates from its original form, an error has occurred or an intruder has altered the static portion of the system.
Dynamic anomaly detection typically operates on audit records or on monitored networked traffic data. Audit records of
operating systems do not record all events. They recordonly those events of possibly having intrusion.
C. Supervised and Unsupervised Learning Approach.
Now a days method from machine learning and pattern recognition are also used to detect intrusions. Supervised
learning and unsupervised learning methods are used. Supervised learning methods for intrusion detection can only
detect known intrusions. In supervised learning for intrusion detection, there are mainly supervised neural network (NN)
based approaches and support vector machine based approaches are used.
Unsupervised learning methods can detect the intrusions that have not been previously learned. Examples of
unsupervised learning for intrusion detection include K-means clustering based approaches and self-organizing feature
map (SOM) based approaches.
.
D. Statistics-Based Approaches
Denning proposed a statistical method for intrusion detection. According to audit data, a profile is constructed to
describe a given subject or a given object. Several metrics are defined for the profiles. The Gaussian models of the
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metrics are constructed to detect intrusions. Vigna and Kemmerer use data that are sourced from network nodes, rather
than the audit data, to construct profiles, enlightening the research on network-based intrusion detection. Some
researchers propose more complex metrics and statistical models. Li and Manikopoulos propose some representative
parameters of IP data flow, and they model the parameters using a hyperbolic distribution. In recent years, the hidden
Markov model has been used in intrusion detection based on host auditdata.
III. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed basic and important approaches for intrusion detection. Depending upon the
requirement of the Intrusion Detection System and security constraints of the system any of the above mentioned
approaches can be practically implemented. As a future scope of this paper, each of these approaches can be discussed in
more detail with their various performance measurement parameters and comparative analysis.
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